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Fingerprint smear detection has become a challenging issue due to the erratic texture of the smear tissue and its similarity to normal
finger area. This paper presents a novel fingerprint image smear detection approach integrating symmetric wavelet transform
(SWT), gray level co-occurrence matrix, and DCT. A feature extraction algorithm is first proposed by utilizing SWT to decompose
each fingerprint and characterizing local texture features of defective finger tissue with the SWT coefficients in subbands 4∼19.
Concurrence matrix-based texture features are incorporated into the feature vector to further improve the texture classification
sensitivity. The concatenated feature vector is then fed into a pretrained genetic neural network classifier, which identifies smears by
labeling fingerprint subblocks into different categories. Finally, DCT decomposition is used to detect abnormalities in fingerprint
images containing small smear areas and abrupt breakages. Experimental results indicate that the hybrid method can effectively
identify various types of fingerprint smears.

1. Introduction

Fingerprint identification has long been used as a key
biometric technique in many criminal and civil applications
such as crime investigation, physical access control,
background check, information system security, and customs
and immigration, with a very high level of confidence [1–4].
In recent years, Live Scan systems offer a new dimension
in electronic capture of high-resolution digital fingerprint
images [5]. Because the live scan process requires no ink and
uses advanced electronics to ensure accurate image capture,
relatively better quality fingerprint images can be acquired
than with traditional inked fingerprint methods. Plus,
multiple records can be generated from a single fingerprint
capture and then transmitted directly to an Automatic
Fingerprint Identification System or remote identification
bureau for faster processing [6, 7]. After the fingerprint
images are captured, an automatic quality control process is
used to determine the quality of each image. Image Quality
Assurance calculation during capture is supposed to offer
visual and audible feedback to the operator without slowing
down the booking process. Images that fail to meet the
standard must be either rescanned or annotated [8].

For most biometric applications, fingerprint quality has
a clear effect on matcher accuracy [9–12]. When scanning
rolled fingerprints, the finger’s occasional slipping could cre-
ate some defective tissue featuring fictitious ridge patterns,
thereafter called “smear”, as shown in Figure 1. While unin-
tentional slippage is unavoidable, failure to detect smears in
fingerprint images can seriously affect the performance of
Live Scan systems by causing mismatch and false rejection.

The major difficulty of fingerprint smear detection
lies in the great similarity between real smear areas and
relatively poor quality finger areas. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) are
considered to be simply bad quality finger areas because the
ridges are not clearly separated, while Figures 2(e) and 2(f)
are supposed to be identified as smears. Another challenge is
that some smear areas such as Figures 2(g) and 2(h) also have
well-cut ridges and good contrast, which highly resemble the
normal image tissues such as Figures 2(c) and 2(d). Due
to the erratic texture of the defective tissue and its great
similarity to normal fingerprint area in multiple aspects,
conventional fingerprint quality evaluation algorithms are
not capable of differentiating smear areas effectively from
normal fingerprint image blocks. In recent years, there has
been increasing research interest in fingerprint image quality
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(a) (b)

Figure 1: Defective fingerprint images with smears.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 2: Smear identification challenges. (a)–(d) normal tissues and (e)–(h) defective tissues.

evaluation [13]. In August 2004, NIST issued the Fingerprint
Image Quality (NFIQ) algorithm as part of the NIST
Biometric Image Software [14], which generates the quality
map by measuring the quality of localized regions according
to the ridge directional flow, regions of low contrast, low
ridge flow, and high curvature. The information in these
blocks is then integrated into one quality map containing
5 levels of quality (4 being the highest and 0 being the
lowest). Wu et al. [15] proposed limited ring-wedge spectral
measure to estimate the global fingerprint image features,
and inhomogeneity with directional contrast to estimate
local fingerprint image features. Uchida [16] computes a
spatial changing pattern of gray level profile along with the
frequency pattern of the images for feature extraction and
classifies fingerprint images into two categories. Zhao et al.
[17] discussed the influence to fingerprint quality from the
range of gray-scale, dry, wet to deflection. Chen et al. [18]

used the FFT power spectrum to generate fingerprint quality
indices in the frequency and measures the coherence in
local regions as quality indices in the spatial domain. Shen
et al. [19] computed a bank of Gabor filter responses for
each image block and determined the image quality with
the standard deviations of all the Gabor responses. Lim et
al. [20] calculated the local orientation certainty level using
the ratio of the maximum and minimum eigen values of
gradient covariance matrix and evaluated the orientation
quality based on the orientation flow. The past research
papers have been mostly focused on finding low-quality
areas caused by disturbances such as scars, contamination,
moisture, dryness, or completeness of the finger, which are
based on the assumption that good quality image blocks
possess clear ridge-valley clarity and have strong frequency
domain spectrum responses. However, these assumptions do
not apply to the unique characteristics of smear problem
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due to the resemblance of smear tissue to the good-quality
finger blocks in terms of ridge clarity, orientation flow as well
as some FFT-based frequency domain features. Fingerprint
image quality evaluation methods used in most fingerprint
systems, such as the open source NFIQ (NIST Fingerprint
Image Quality) software [14], can be useful in detecting
smear fingerprints if the smear areas happen to contain low
contrast blocks, high curvature ridge flow, or weak ridge and
valley structures. However, many of the smear fingerprint
images may not necessarily be of poor quality or contain
low contrast ridges (see Figures 2(g) and 2(h)). The existing
quality analysis approaches proposed by the above research
works were not aimed at solving the problem of smear
detection. The goal of this paper is to introduce the problem
of fingerprint smear and to develop appropriate algorithms
to identify smear automatically.

To address the smear issue, we need to not only
detect fingerprint images containing defective areas, but also
accurately identify and label the specific defective pixels
within these images, so that the operator can be informed
promptly about a defective image and re-enroll fingerprint if
necessary.

Due to the unpredictable causes of smear in fingerprint
scanning as well as the texture varieties in fingerprint
images, smear identification falls into a tough image texture
classification problem. Among a wide variety of image
processing techniques, texture analysis has been intensively
used to classify, detect, or segment images based on intrinsic
properties such as roughness, granulation, and regularity
[21]. Traditionally, fixed transforms like Fourier, Haar,
Cosine, Sine, and co-occurrence matrix [22] are used in
image texture analysis. In recent years, there has been a
growing interest in the application of wavelet transform to
a broad range of signal and image processing applications
[23–25]. Arivazhagan and Ganesan [26] compared the
texture classification performance using a combination of
wavelet statistical features and co-occurrence features of
wavelet transformed images with different feature databases.
Sebe and Lew [27] investigated the problem of texture
classification by taking into account the texture model, noise
distribution, and interdependence of texture features. Livens
et al. [28] elaborated texture analysis and image classification
based on discrete and continuous wavelet decompositions.
For many natural signals, the wavelet transform proves to be
a more effective tool than the Fourier transform, especially
in terms of representing specific texture features unique to
different tissues, because the wavelet transform provides a
multiresolution representation using a set of analyzing func-
tions that are dilations and translations of a few wavelets [25].

Every transform algorithm and selection of filter banks
or texture features proposed by the above papers is optimal
for the specific class of inputs studied in its respective field.
However, in this case of fingerprint smear identification,
not a single fixed transform or filtering-based technique
provides satisfactory solution for the range of possible
inputs generated by variable defective fingerprint tissues. The
accurate differentiation of fingerprint smear from normal
tissue is difficult due to the small interclass variability and the
large intraclass variability in fingerprint patterns. Moreover,

Figure 3: Visualization of SWT decomposition.

fingerprint images often contain a large amount of noise and
distortion, which makes the classification task even more
difficult. There are many ambiguous fingerprints whose
exclusive membership cannot be reliably stated even by
human experts.

In this paper, we present a novel hybrid method inte-
grating SWT, co-occurrence matrix, and DCT to achieve the
accurate detection of unacceptable smears in scanned rolled
fingerprints. One of the key advantages of our approach
in smear detection lies in the fact that our hybrid method
effectively integrates the capability of certain parameters
generated from SWT & GLCM in characterizing large smear
tissue with the potential of some DCT-based features in
differentiating small and sharp smear tissue from normal
finger areas. Furthermore, the SWT & GLCM combined with
DCT proposed by this research successfully compensate each
other in capturing both the critical higher-frequency com-
ponents in smear areas and characterizing the unique lower
frequency smear feature patterns, which are both essential in
accurate smear detection. By assuring the quality of captured
images and eliminating severely damaged fingerprints, the
performance of Live Scan system can be further improved.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the
proposed texture feature extraction algorithms based on
SWT, GLCM, and DCT, respectively. Section 3 describes the
fingerprint smear detection and presents implementation
details as well as experimental results. Finally, Section 4
concludes the paper.

2. Feature Extraction

Since smear identification falls into a difficult texture
classification problem, the effective representation of texture
features for fingerprint smear is a critical step in separating
defective finger tissues from normal ones.

2.1. SWT-Based Subband Decomposition. The wavelet trans-
form decomposition scheme used in this study is consistent
with the symmetric wavelet transform (SWT) used in the
first-generation FBI standard Wavelet-Scalar Quantization
(WSQ) fingerprint compression [29–31]. In the SWT step,
two-channel splitting is applied to both the image rows
and columns, generating a four-channel, 2D decomposition.
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Figure 4: Defective tissue versus normal tissue. (a)–(d) defective tissues and (e)–(h) normal tissues.

The analysis filter bank is cascaded several times until it
decomposes the image into the desired 64 spatial frequency
subbands. Figure 3 is a visualization of the SWT decomposi-
tion process.

To obtain features reflecting differences between smear
area and normal finger tissue, the subband energies and
mean values of the SWT coefficients are computed and then
normalized to characterize local texture properties. These
wavelet signatures (ei and mi) reflect the distribution of
energy along the frequency domain.

ei =
(
Esum − energyi

)

Esum
, where Esum =

19∑

i=4

energyi,

mi = (Msum −meani)
meani

, where Msum =
19∑

i=4

meani.

(1)

By analyzing and experimenting with a large variety of
nonoverlapping fingerprint subimages of size 90 × 90, we
found that the energy signatures as well as mean values of
wavelet-coefficients from the subband range of 4∼19 contain
most critical information in differentiating defective smear
texture from normal finger ridge texture. Figure 5 demon-
strates the discriminatory power of subband energy/mean
signatures in differentiating typical smears in Figure 4(b)
from normal finger areas in Figure 4(f). These signatures
prove to be effective feature parameters to characterize
defective smear tissue and classify different finger textures
according to natural frequencies of finger ridges.

However, these parameters are not always sensitive
enough to discriminate some particular types of smears
with higher frequency texture patterns from extremely poor
quality fingerprint tissues, especially the noisy area in fin-
gerprint images. For Instance, the above SWT-based feature

parameters have difficulties in differentiating some smears in
Figures 6(a)–6(d) from bad quality finger tissues in Figures
6(e)–6(h). As illustrated in Figure 7, the subband energies
and mean values for Figures 6(b) and 6(f) are too close to
differentiate. Thus the SWT-based feature parameters alone
are not sufficient for accurate identification of these special
types of smears.

On the other hand, the traditional gray level co-
occurrence matrix (GLCM) probability features are not as
sensitive to impulsive noise as the above-described SWT-
based algorithms despite the fact that GLCM is not appro-
priate for estimating lower-frequency features in fingerprint
images. Thus we can take advantage of GLCM’s capability in
capturing higher-frequency signatures in fingerprint images
to compensate for SWT’s drawbacks.

2.2. Supplementary Features from GLCM. To further increase
the smear identification sensitivity, we introduce a subband
feature concatenation strategy by incorporating additional
texture features including Entropy, Angular Second moment
(Energy), Contrast, and Inverse Difference Moment com-
puted from gray level co-occurrence matrix.

A co-occurrence matrix is a square matrix with elements
corresponding to the relative frequency of occurrence of pairs
of gray level of pixels separated by a certain distance in a given
direction [32, 33]. Formally, the elements of a G × G gray
level co-occurrence matrix Pd for a displacement vector d =
(dx,dy) is defined as

Pd
(
i, j
) = ∣∣{((r, s), (t, v)) : I(r, s) = i, I(t, v) = j

}∣∣, (2)

where I (·, ·) denotes an image of size N × N with G gray
values, (r, s), (t, v) ∈ N ×N , (t, v) = (r + dx, s+ dy), and | · |
is the cardinality of a set.

Puetz and Olsen [34] discussed 14 measures of Haralick
Texture Features which are derived from the co-occurrence
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Figure 5: Normalized feature values for Figures 4(b) and 4(f).
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Figure 6: Smear images versus normal images. (a)–(d) smear images with high-frequency texture patterns and (e)–(h) normal images of
poor qualities.

matrices, and each represents certain image properties as
coarseness, contrast, homogeneity, and texture complexity.
To reduce the computational complexity, we only selected
the following 3 features with most discriminatory power in
terms of detecting high frequency fingerprint smears.

(1) Contrast.

CON =
∑

i

∑

j

(
i− j

)2
p
(
i, j
)
. (3)

Contrast feature is a measure of the image contrast or the
amount of local variations present in an image.

(2) Angular Second Moment.

ASM =
∑

i

∑

j

{
p
(
i, j
)}2

. (4)

Angular second moment is a measure of the homogeneity
of an image. Hence, it is a suitable measure for detection of
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Figure 7: Normalized feature values for Figures 6(b) and 6(f).

disorders in textures. The value of angular second moment
for homogeneous textures turns out to be small compared to
nonhomogeneous ones.

(3) Inverse Difference Moment.

IDM =
∑

i

∑

j

1

1 +
(
i− j

)2 p
(
i, j
)
. (5)

In (3)–(5), p(i, j) refers to the normalized entry of the
co-occurrence matrices. That is, p(i, j) = Pd(i, j)/R where R
is the total number of pixel pairs (i, j). For a displacement
vector d = (dx,dy) and image of size N ×M, R is given by
(N − dx)(M − dy).

In this paper, each SWT image of size 90 × 90 is further
divided into 9 nonoverlapping subblocks of size 30 × 30.
Angular Second Moment, Contrast, and Inverse Difference
Moment were extracted for each of these subblocks as addi-
tional feature parameters, yielding 27 additional probability
parameters for each 90 × 90 image. Figure 8 illustrates the
discriminatory power of these parameters in differentiating
higher frequency smears from normal tissue in poor quality
fingerprint areas.

SWT-based feature parameters extracted from subband
variances and mean values of wavelet coefficients were
combined with features extracted from GLCM, including
energy, contrast, and inverse difference moment, for the
same range of subbands between 4∼19. A texture region
in fingerprint image is now characterized by the mean and
variances of the wavelet transform coefficients as well as
additional feature parameters extracted from GLCM.

Finally, a concatenated 59-dimensional feature vector
F = (E,M,G) for each subblock of size 90 × 90 is con-
structed using subvector E, M and G as components, where
E(e1, . . . , e16) denotes 16 variances of SWT coefficients from

subbands 4∼19; M(m1, . . . ,m16) denotes 16 mean values of
SWT coefficients from subbands 4∼19; G(g1, . . . , g27) stands
for 27 additional feature parameters derived from GLCM.

2.3. DCT-Based Feature Representation. The granularity of
this SWT-based method is relatively course because the
tree structured wavelet transform algorithm does not leave
further room for reduction of the subblock size from 90 ×
90 in order to represent crucial texture features of the
fingerprint regions. As a result, image blocks labeled as
smears may include normal pixels, while some of the small
smear areas around image borders could be misclassified as
normal tissue. Particularly, some defective fingerprint images
with only one single sharp change between ridge lines,
hereafter referred to as “ridge breaks”, can hardly be detected,
as shown in Figure 9, because there are no clear SWT-based
texture learning patterns for the subsequent classifier to
identify this particular type of anomaly tissue containing
sharp broken ridges.

The traditional DCT algorithm provides a decompo-
sition of the original image in the frequency domain.
Therefore, DCT coefficients form a natural representation of
texture in the original image [35]. Based on this ability to
differentiate textures in an image, the DCT decomposition is
often used to detect abnormalities that differ from the usual
background [36, 37].

The mathematical expression of DCT is given in (6),
which is used to compute the 2D DCT of a given input image
f (x, y) of size m× n.

C(u, v) = α(u)β(v)
m−1∑

x=0

n−1∑

y=0

f
(
x, y

)

× cos
[

(2x + 1)uπ
2m

]
cos

[(
2y + 1

)
vπ

2n

] (6)
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Figure 8: Normalized feature values for Figures 6(b) and 6(f).

for u = 0, 1, . . ., m − 1, v = 0, 1, . . ., n − 1, α(u) and α(v) are
defined as (7)

α(u) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

√
1
m

, u = 0,

√
2
m

, u = 1, 2, . . . ,m− 1,

α(v) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

√
1
n

, v = 0,

√
2
n

, v = 1, 2, . . . ,m− 1.

(7)

While the DC coefficient represents the average energy
of the block, the value of each AC coefficient reflects the
variation in gray level values in certain directions at a certain
rate.

Since the discrete cosine transform helps separate the
image into parts (or spectral subbands) of differing impor-
tance (with respect to the image’s visual texture differences)
[38], we could utilize the changes of energy and directional
information in the DCT domain to differentiate smear areas
from normal fingerprint areas, most importantly, with a
smaller block size than SWT.

It has been noticed that the average DCT energy of
the spatially neighboring blocks in a fingerprint image is
strongly correlated except in the presence of a sharp smear.
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(a) (b)

Figure 9: Smear images with abrupt discontinuity.

First, the DCT coefficient of the luminance part of each block
is compared with its spatial neighbors. Then (8) and (9) are
applied to detect abrupt ridge break in the neighborhood of
the suspected block by searching in the neighboring blocks
for high-frequency components. If the presence of strong
ridge breaks is found in the neighborhood, the broken ridge
line direction is computed by (10). From the ridge line
information obtained, we compare the energy along the ridge
line direction again, if the DCT energy variation is still higher
than a certain threshold, the block is most likely to contain a
sharp smear tissue. Our experiment indicates that the average
DCT energy of image blocks changes abruptly in defective
fingerprint smear areas with abrupt edges and broken ridges.
We thereby decide to employ the relationship information
of fingerprint image blocks to determine the presence of
abnormal changes in a certain fingerprint area.

At first, each fingerprint image is split into 32 by 32
subblocks for DCT processing. Based on our observation that
the sharp ridge break information from a certain fingerprint
area can be extracted by some feature parameters generated
from the AC coefficients of each block in the DCT frequency
domain, a DCT-based approach is proposed in this paper to
detect relatively small smear tissue containing ridge breaks
whose texture properties can hardly be captured by the
DWT-GLCM method.

Since most information required for differentiating the
sharp smear area from normal fingerprint tissue was found
in high-frequency-order DCT coefficients, in this research
we elect to extract first 20 higher-frequencies coefficients
from the Discrete Cosine Transform to represent the special
features of the smear areas containing abnormal ridge
breaks. Additionally, the changes of DCT domain orientation
information between the neighboring blocks are also utilized
to detect the sharp ridge breaks in smear area such as
Figure 9.

To take advantage of the discriminative power of partic-
ular DCT coefficients to capture the high-frequency texture
features, some statistical derivatives of the DCT spectral

coefficients can be derived within an image subblock in
frequency domain. In our approach, we derive specific
discriminatory information from high-frequency DCT com-
ponents by computing local energy coefficients as well as the
standard deviation of respective energy coefficients of the
DCT of a sub-image according to (8) and (9), respectively.

E = 1
s2

s∑

u=0

s∑

v=0

|C(u, v)|(u, v) /= (0, 0), (8)

V =
√∑s

u=0

∑s
v=0 (C(u, v)− E)2

s2
, (9)

where s stands for the size of DCT domain image block.
To obtain a feature vector containing additional information
which is crucial in differentiating sharp smear from finger-
print normal fingerprint texture, we also utilize the following
equation of “DCT” coefficients to characterize ridge line
orientation information:

tan θ =
(∑s

v=1 C0v
)

(∑s
u=1 Cu0

) . (10)

The above 3 DCT values are calculated for each 8 × 8
DCT block after normalization, which yields a vector of 48
features for each 32 × 32 fingerprint sub-image containing
16 nonoverlapping DCT blocks. Thus each individual finger-
print sub-image is represented by a feature vector of 48 DCT
derived values and used as input of the subsequent classifier
to identify smaller fingerprint smear blocks containing
abrupt edges or sharp broken ridges.

3. Smear Detection Using EGANN

Based on the feature vectors described above, a supervised
classifier is necessary for accurate discrimination of normal
fingerprint tissue and defective smear area.
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Encoding
W11 V11 · · ·Vi · · ·W12

W V

· · ·Wi · · ·

Figure 10: Encoding of the weight values into a string. W : weight matrix from input layer to hidden layer, V : weight matrix from hidden
layer to output layer.

3.1. Genetic Neural Networks Model. Enhanced Genetic Neu-
ral network (EGANN) is used in this paper as the training
algorithm for Neural Network Classifier. Experiment results
by Yang et al. [39] demonstrate that EGANN significantly
outperformed BP in Convergence speed and classification
accuracy due to the enhanced genetic algorithm’s superior
optimization and global search ability as well as potential
parallelism [39, 40].

The structure of EGANN, shown in Figure 10, is to
map connection weights of the Neural Network into a
chromosome, for example, a string of genes representing
element of the weight matrices. Weights are encoded in full
binary form, by row. Mean Square error is used as the fitness
function in the genetic algorithm.

In order to prevent the premature convergence problem
that often occurs in conventional GA algorithm and improve
the training quality and efficiency of neural networks, an
enhancement technique called VPC (varying population
crossover) is used in weights evolution process.

Suppose population is composed of N individuals: P1 −
PN , and the length of each chromosome is l, so

Pi =
{
P1
i · · ·Pl

i

}
. (11)

Then the average individual of this population is

P = 1
N × L

N∑

i=1

l∑

j=1

P
j
i . (12)

The variety of the whole group can be computed by the
following equation:

Dp = 1
N × L

N∑

i=1

l∑

j=1

[
P
j
i − P

j
]2
. (13)

At the beginning of GANN evolution, the variety of
the original population D0 was calculated, and the initial
crossover rate Pc was set to 40%. At generation i, if the variety
of the group is represented by Di, then Pc was dynamically
adjusted according to the following formula.

Pc = Pc +
[
Di−1 −Di

D0
× 0.4

]
. (14)

3.2. Experimental Setup. Because classification occurs at the
subblock level, training samples are manually selected block
by block from fingerprint images. An attempt was made to
select the most representative blocks for both smear and
normal areas.

3.2.1. SWT-GLCM-Based Smear Detection. We have an
unbalanced data set containing 1786 fingerprint images, of
which only 208 images have smear problems. A total of
328 subblocks (including 164 normal blocks and 164 smear
blocks) were used for training, which were sampled from
105 fingerprint images (including 57 smear images and 58
normal images). The rest 1681 images were used as testing
images, independent of the105 training images.

Through the genetic evolution process, an optimized
weight matrix for the EGANN is obtained. Training error
on this dataset is always below 0.1%, far superior to the
results we obtained through neural network trained by
conventional Back Propagation (BP) algorithm. This is due
to the EGANN’s excellent global searching abilities, which
makes it very suitable for dealing with the image processing
and pixel classification problems involving large data sets and
high-dimensional feature vectors.

A concatenated feature vector containing the combina-
tion of fingerprint texture feature parameters extracted from
SWT and GLCM is used as input to a pretrained three-layer
(59 : 18 : 2) EGANN classifier. Based on EGANN outputs,
subblocks of size 90 × 90 are classified as either defective or
nondefective. Figure 11 demonstrates the detection results.
Smears are labeled with blue blocks of size 90× 90.

A classification is considered accurate if a majority of
the smear tissue was correctly labeled. A classification is
considered false positive if a majority of the identified area
is normal pixel. Evaluation of accuracy was based on the
defect detection results on the 1681 test images. For smear
detection on image level, correct detection rate is 90.1% and
false positive rate is 0.13%.

3.2.2. DCT-Based Smear Detection. In order to effectively
identify small smear tissue which is located around the
image border or contains abrupt discontinuity, the EGANN
classifier is trained separately on the small size DCT blocks to
capture the unique features existing in this particular type of
smear areas. A total of 232 subblocks of size 32× 32 (includ-
ing 116 normal blocks and 116 smear blocks) were used for
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 11: SWT-GLCM-based smear detection results.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 12: DCT-based smear detection results.

training, which were sampled from 104 fingerprint images
(including 52 smear images and 52 normal images). The
rest 1682 images were used as testing images, independent
of the 104 training images. The training process is similar
to what is described in 3.2.1. Each fingerprint subblock is
classified into smear or normal fingerprint region according
to the EGANN’s output. Accuracy of DCT smear detection
was estimated on the 1682 test images. For smear detection

on fingerprint image level, a correct detection rate of 88.5%
is achieved and the false positive rate is 0.19%.

One of the key advantages of DCT is that it works
well with small smears and sharp changes among normal
finger ridges (Figures 12(e) and 12(f)), particularly the types
of small defective blocks around image borders that can
hardly be covered by SWT blocks (Figures 12(g) and 12(h)).
However, DCT-based method was not able to detect the
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Figure 13: SWT-GLCM-DCT hybrid smear detection results.

large concentrated smear areas, especially those with vertical
repeating patterns or irregular shapes (Figure 12(h)).

3.3. SWT-GLCM-DCT Hybrid Smear Detection. Since SWT
and DCT each has its own advantages and drawbacks in
detecting smear in fingerprint images, these two methods
were adeptly integrated in this study to complement each
other in accurately identifying various smears. Figure 13
demonstrates some of the smear detection results by effi-
ciently combining SWT-, GLMC-, and DCT-based features.
Experiments were performed on the 1681 test images,
independent of the 105 images which were previously used
for SWT-GLCM and DCT training. Results indicate that this
hybrid method correctly detects 97.4% of the defective finger
images with smears, while keeping false positive rate as low
as 0.26%.

Experimental result indicates that the hybrid method
can achieve more accurate smear detection on the image
level than either of the two algorithms alone. The correct
smear detection rate achieved by the SWT-GLMC-DCT
hybrid method proposed by this research was 7.3% higher
than the detection rate achieved by SWT and GLCM alone.
As to the identification, for example, labeling of specific
smear regions on the finger image, false positive does occur
due to the following reason. As illustrated by Figure 13(e),
some blocks identified as smears by DCT may be just
extremely poor quality or distorted high-contrast areas on
fingerprint images, rather than smears, since the texture
features extracted from DCT coefficients for these two
types of areas are too close to differentiate. Adjustment
of some threshold values in the proposed algorithm can
further reduce false positives, while sacrificing identification
sensitivity.

In order to further compare the performance of the pro-
posed approach with the existing fingerprint image quality
detection algorithm, we also implemented NIST Fingerprint
Image Software (NFIS2) to detect smear fingerprint images
in our database. The MINDTCT package of NFIS2 [14]
generates image quality map by computing the quality

of localized regions in the fingerprint image. The NFIQ
measures fingerprint quality by 5 classes, where class one
refers to “excellent” and class five to “poor”, and the “NFIQ
value” output by NFIQ algorithm serves as a quality indicator
of the input fingerprint. In this research, we set NFIQ
threshold value to 4 to separate good quality fingerprint
images from defective smear images.

The comparison of smear detection performance
between the methods proposed in this research and NFIQ
is shown in Table 1. Experimental results indicate that the
proposed algorithms can differentiate smear fingerprints
from normal fingerprints much better than NFIQ. At a low
false positive rate of 0.26%, 94.7% of the smear fingerprints
were successfully detected using our SWT-GLCM-DCT
hybrid approach, but only 33% of them were detected by
NFIQ at a false positive rate of 1.83%. One of the reasons for
the low smear detection accuracy by the widely used NFIQ
algorithm was because many smear fingerprint images may
pass NFIQ fingerprint quality control software as the texture
patterns in these smear areas do not necessarily reduce the
finger image quality measured by conventional fingerprint
quality evaluation software. For instance, the smear area in
Figure 2(h) is assigned the highest quality level of 1 by the
NFIQ software.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, the challenging smear detection problem
in Live Scan fingerprint images is systematically analyzed
and investigated, and a novel fingerprint texture classifi-
cation method is proposed to detect smear automatically.
The difficult issues existing in fingerprint smear detection
are addressed and successfully solved by integrating SWT,
GLCM, and DCT algorithms. Texture signatures extracted
from SWT based subband coefficients were fused with
GLCM features and then fed into an EGANN classifier
to effectively differentiate large smear areas from normal
fingerprint tissues. In order to compensate for the SWT-
GLCM’s inability to identify some particularly small defective
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Table 1: Performance comparison of the four methods on 1681 test fingerprint images.

Methods SWT-GLCM DCT SWT-GLCM-DCT NFIQ

True detection rate 90.1% 88.5% 97.4% 33.1%

False positive rate 0.13% 0.19% 0.26% 1.83%

areas with abrupt discontinuity, DCT-based texture features
were incorporated to accurately discriminate such areas.

In the future work, studies on the optimum fusion of
feature parameters may be necessary to further improve
finger texture classification accuracy.
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